
 A career as a female performer 
Worksheet For Tutor

The performing industry is a career that takes a lot of work, time, patience, and dedication. To 
some people, this might come easy but for others, this has to be put into practice.

For many female performers continually broadening their horizons, constantly exploring is  
important to stay ahead of the game they are in. Having an I can do anything attitude is key, sign 
up for all the things that may be of interest, appose to being restricted/pigeonholing yourself, will 
lead to becoming a better performer in an ever increasingly competitive world.

Entering the industry might be something that some artists fell into, or it could be something that 
they have always dreamed of and worked hard to achieve, noticed for the early talent linked 
into other opportunities. As a small child, they could have been studying Michael Jackson’s Thriller 
knowing the dance moves off by heart or learning to mix his music with some hip hop. The  
performing industry is not just about dance they need to sing and act too, be strong at one area 
and good at the other two, to have a chance to succeed. Always learning and never giving in 
or doubting their abilities, if someone does not believe in themselves how can they expect others 
too.

1. Industry progression requires a lot of dedication to reach a Westend show, Is it a challenge  
being a woman in this industry? What expected achievements are there as a female  
performer and what level of dedication is required?

There are many jobs out there, some far more glamorous than others, some that are paid well 
others not so much. The only limitations are yourself, keeping your key skill set adaptable to 
ever changing circumstances. It depends on …do you want to be a teacher and get a sense 
of fulfilment from teaching students? Or are you looking to become a world class DJ? The 
choice extremes out there can be endless. 

Don’t allow a stereo type of your upbringing or life experiences determine your life goals – 
raised by a single parent from a less affluent surrounding does not have to determine the per-
son you’ll be.

With confidence, integrity, taking charge of your career, setting your goals and intentions the 
only limitation is yourself.

2. Can you achieve whatever you want to achieve?

Every actor, dancer vocalist has a rejection story, understanding that it is not a personal insult, 
if your specific skills set at that particular time just doesn’t suit that situation it is imperative that 
you ignore the self-doubt, be thick skinned and never give up.

Having the support network in place, drive, and Independence, making correct choices, 
knowing when the timing is right for yourself. The only limitation is yourself, there are no restraints 
you must Believe in yourself – self belief is an absolute must ensure you do you.

Things to avoid - Beware and have your say not agreeing to certain terms and having a say 
over what happens. Always maintain awareness of inappropriate suggestions for advancing 
your career.



3. As a group investigate. There are many female performers that can give an excellent example 
of what an ambition and drive can achieve. 

A couple of examples Dolly Parton, J Lo 

Media is a powerful thing and being successful can take its toll, resilience self-discipline  
stamina being focused and driven is essential.

Continually challenge yourself change career paths 

Things to avoid - Beware and have your say not agreeing to certain terms and having a say 
over what happens. Always maintain awareness of inappropriate suggestions for advancing 
your career.

4. As Mel mentioned in the video, opportunities can arise from varying situations, from your cur-
rent position, write a five-year plan with your intentions and dreams.

Being a performer is a wonderful thing to learn with lots of benefits and it does not always have 
to be financial, there are many career pathways to be taken depending on what you want to 
achieve. Motivation and rewards such as traveling the world, go to work aiming to love what 
you do, creating new adventures and opportunities that comes back in many ways. 

Take into consideration that you are not limited to a specific area in your love of performing, so 
do not limit the way in which you learn. Learning is a wonderful thing and the knowledge you 
can gain will only allow for other opportunities. Have fun that’s what performing is meant to be 
for, expressing yourself, showing your emotion, or just being free. 

Hakuna Matata
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